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1 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY 

WE ACKNOWLEDGE THE BOANDIK PEOPLES AS THE TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS 
OF THE LAND WHERE WE MEET TODAY. WE RESPECT THEIR SPIRITUAL 
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE LAND AND RECOGNISE THE DEEP FEELINGS OF 
ATTACHMENT OUR INDIGENOUS PEOPLES HAVE WITH THIS LAND. 

2 APOLOGY(IES)  

Nil 

3 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 

Council Assessment Panel - 19 May 2022 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the minutes of the Council Assessment Panel meeting held on 19 May 2022 be 
confirmed as an accurate record of the proceedings of the meeting. 

 

 

4 QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

5 INVITEES 

• As from 1 October 2017, every Council is required to establish an Assessment Panel 
under provisions within the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 to 
determine and make decisions on development applications as delegated to the Panel. 

• When the Panel is considering an application, it must assess the proposal against the 
Planning and Design Code. 

• The meeting itself is informal, however, all decisions made by the Assessment Panel are 
formal. 

• Representors will be allocated 5 minutes to make their presentation, after which, Panel 
Members may ask questions to clarify any issues. It is solely a question and answer 
session. There will be no debate entered into. 

• Council Officers will advise you of the decision as soon as practical after the meeting. 
 

Invitees for Item 6.1 DA 21010994 - 6 Shepherson Road, Mount Gambier 
The Owner/s - Mr Angus and Mrs Lacey Maddern 
The Representor - Mr Frank Brennan, Frank Brennan Consulting 
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6 REPORTS 

6.1 DEMOLITION OF EXISTING DWELLING - 6 SHEPHERDSON ROAD – REPORT NO. 
AR22/37528 

Development No: 21010994  

Applicant: Frank Brennan Consulting Services on behalf of Mr and Mrs 
Maddern  

Property Address: 6 Shepherdson Road  

Property Owner: Mr A Maddern and Ms L Flier  

Report No: AR22/37528 

CM9 Reference: AF21/448 

Author: Tracy Tzioutziouklaris, Manager Development Services 

Authoriser: Darren Barber, General Manager Corporate and Regulatory 
Services  

Nature of 
Development: 

Performance Assessed/Public Notification  

Description: To demolish the existing dwelling   

Zoning: Established Neighbourhood  

Policy Area: Affordable housing/Historic Area/Hazards (Bushfire & 
Flooding)/Native Vegetation/Prescribed Wells Area/Water 
protection Area  

Heritage: Historic Area  

  

REPORT RECOMMENDATION 

1. That Council Assessment Panel Report No. AR22/37528 titled ‘Demolition of existing 
dwelling - 6 Shepherdson Road’ as presented on 15 June 2022 be noted. 

2. Having had regard to the provisions of the Planning and Design Code, the Application and 
all associated documentation, the development is considered to be seriously at variance to 
the provisions of the Planning and Design and Planning Consent be refused. 

(a) The Applicant be advised: 

On balance, the demolition of the dwelling is not justified and does not meet the 
performance outcomes of the Planning and Design Code.  Full demolition of the 
detached dwelling is not supported. 
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BACKGROUND 

The subject site is regular in shape with a street frontage of approximately 20.6 metres to 
Shepherdson Road, is 68 metres deep, having an approximate site area of 1400 square metres.  A 
detached dwelling and an associated outbuilding are currently located on the subject site. 

Whilst not identified as a place of local heritage, the subject property is located within the Historic 
Area Overlay. 

The detached dwelling is a 19th century weatherboard workers cottage of four rooms and a lean to 
at the rear. 

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed development is seeking approval to demolish the detached dwelling. 

DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISIONS 

The subject site is located within the Established Neighbourhood Zone and the following Overlays - 
Affordable Housing, Historic Area, Hazards, Hazards (Flooding), Native Vegetation, Prescribed 
Wells Area and Water Protection Area. 

The extract from the Planning and Design Code is attached for members information and perusal. 

PLANNING ASSESSMENT 

This application is forwarded to the Council Assessment Panel as the application was required to be 
publicly notified. At the conclusion of the public notification process ten (10) representations were 
received.  Eight (8) representations support the proposed development as the dwelling is considered 
to be an eyesore. Two (2) representations opposed the development for the following reasons: 

• The building is a contributory place 

• Adequate reasons have not been provided for why the building should be demolished 

• The dwelling appears to be in good condition 

 It is highlighted one representor wishes to be heard by the Council Assessment Panel. 

Mr Frank Brennan of Frank Brennan Consulting has responded to the representations received on 
behalf of the Applicant with the following: 

• The dwelling has been assessed by a local building with the cost estimate for the restoration 
of the dwelling being $200,000.00 

• The dwelling is considered to be beyond what is considered reasonable repair for habitation. 

The subject property was previously listed in Council’s Development Plan as a Contributory Place. 
On 19 March 2021 the Development Plan was replaced by the Planning and Design Code.  
Performance Outcome 7.1 within the Historic Area Overlay of the Planning and Design Code 
identifies: 

“Buildings and structures, or features thereof, that demonstrate the historic characteristics as 
expressed in the Historic Area Statement are not demolished, unless:  

(a) the front elevation of the building has been substantially altered and cannot be reasonably 
restored in a manner consistent with the building’s original style; or  

(b)  the structural integrity or safe condition of the original building is beyond reasonable repair.”  

Within the Wehl Street South Historic Area Statement (MtG2) of the Planning and Design Code it is 
identified that small stone or timber clad workman’s cottages are an architectural style and built form 
recognised within this Historic Area. The dwelling which is proposed to be demolished is a small 
timber clad workman’s cottage and is provided with additional protection from demolition. 
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The front elevation of the building has not been substantially altered. 

To assist in the assessment of the application a report from Tonkin Consulting identifying the 
structural integrity of the existing building and demonstrating the building is beyond reasonable repair 
has been provided by the Applicant and is attached to this report for members information and 
perusal.    

The Local Heritage Advisor, a conservation architect has provided Council with an independent 
professional opinion as to whether the dwelling is structurally unsound or beyond reasonable 
economic repair.  The subject building is a 19th century weatherboard workers cottage of four rooms 
with the front verandah sited on the street frontage. It has a strong streetscape presence. It is 
considered the building is not structurally unsound and is not beyond reasonable economic repair.  
The cost of repair and making good the building fabric would not exceed the cost of demolition and 
new build of the same floor area and construction. Basic building skills, workmanship and materials 
would be required to put this cottage into a habitable, presentable and sustainable condition.  
Specialist skills and materials are not required. 

The Planning and Design Code encourages adaptive re-use of existing buildings.   

A copy of this advice is attached to this report for members information and perusal.   

CONCLUSION 

On balance, it is considered that demolition of the dwelling is not justified and does not meet the 
performance outcomes of the Planning and Design Code.  Demolition of the detached dwelling is 
not supported.   

INVITES 

Mr Angus and Mrs Lacey Maddern, Owners 

Mr Frank Brennan, Frank Brennan Consulting Services 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Application Summary - 6 Shepherdson   
2. Certificate of Title - 6 Shepherdson   
3. Site Plan - 6 Shepherdson   
4. Demolition Methodology - 6 Shepherdson   
5. Photo - Streetscape - 6 Shepherdson   
6. Inspection report - Heritage Adviser - 6 Shepherdson Road   
7. Tonkin Consulting - Report - 6 Shepherdson   
8. Representations - 6 Shepherdson   
9. Response to representations and building report - 6 Shepherdson Road   
10. Planning and Design Code - 6 Shepherdson    
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7 URGENT MOTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

8 MEETING CLOSE 
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Development Locations


Location 1


Location reference
6 SHEPHERDSON RD MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5290


Title Ref
CT 5531/993


Plan Parcel
D195 AL25


Council
CITY OF MOUNT GAMBIER


Zone Overlays


Zones
  • Established Neighbourhood


Sub-zones
(None)


Overlays
  • Affordable Housing
  • Historic Area
  • Hazards (Bushfire - Urban Interface)
  • Hazards (Flooding - Evidence Required)
  • Native Vegetation
  • Prescribed Wells Area
  • Water Protection Area


Variations
  • Maximum Building Height (Metres) (Maximum building height is 8m)
  • Minimum Frontage (Minimum frontage for a detached dwelling is 10m; semi-detached dwelling is 9m; row dwelling


is 7m; group dwelling is 20m; residential flat building is 20m)
  • Minimum Site Area (Minimum site area for a detached dwelling is 450 sqm; semi-detached dwelling is 450 sqm; row


dwelling is 350 sqm; group dwelling is 450 sqm; residential flat building is 350 sqm)
  • Maximum Building Height (Levels) (Maximum building height is 2 levels)
  • Minimum Side Boundary Setback (Minimum side boundary setback is 1m)
  • Site Coverage (Maximum site coverage is 50 per cent)


Application Contacts


Applicant(s)


Stakeholder info
Frank Brennan Consulting Services
PO Box 96
BEACHPORT
SA
5280
Tel. 0418 838 152
frank@fbcs.com.au


Contact


Stakeholder info
Mr Frank Brennan







Tel. 0418 838 152
frank@fbcs.com.au


Invoice Contact


Stakeholder info
Frank Brennan Consulting Services
PO Box 96
BEACHPORT
SA
5280
Tel. 0418 838 152
frank@fbcs.com.au


Invoice sector type


Land owners


Stakeholder info
Mr Angus Maddern
8 SHEPHERDSON ROAD
MOUNT GAMBIER
SA
5290
Tel. 0417 869 601
angusmaddern@icloud.com


Stakeholder info
Ms Lacey Flier
8 SHEPHERDSON ROAD
MOUNT GAMBIER
SA
5290
Tel. 0417 869 601
angusmaddern@icloud.com


Submitted For


epn.brennanf@sa.gov.au submitted this application for Frank Brennan (frank@fbcs.com.au)


Nature Of Development


Nature of development
Demolition of Existing Dwelling


Development Details
Current Use
Residential


Proposed Use
Residential


Development Cost
$20,000.00


Proposed Development Details
Demolition of Existing Dwelling







Element Details


You have selected the following elements


Demolition
  • Demolition


Demolition


Is the demolition for the whole of a building?
Yes


Is the building heritage listed or located within one of the following Zones or overlays? State Heritage, Local
Heritage, Historic Area or zones applying in the City of Adelaide (Capital City, City Living, City Main Street, City
Riverbank and City Parklands)
Yes


Does the application include tree removal?
No


Septic/Sewer information submitted by applicant


Does this development require a septic system, i.e. septic tank and/or waste water disposal area?
No


Consent Details
Consent list:
  • Planning Consent
  • Building Consent


Have any of the required consents for this development already been granted using a different system?
No


Planning Consent
Apply Now?
Yes


Who should assess your planning consent?
Assessment panel/Assessment manager at City of Mt Gambier


If public notification is required for your planning consent, who would you like to erect the public notification
sign on the land?
Relevant Authority


Building Consent
Do you wish to have your building consent assessed in multiple stages?
No


Apply Now?
Yes


Who should assess your building consent?
City of Mt Gambier


Has a builder been engaged for the proposed development?
No


Consent Order
Recommended order of consent assessments







1. Planning Consent
2. Building Consent


Do you have a pre-lodgement agreement?
No


Declarations


Electricity Declaration


In accordance with the requirements under Clause 6(1) of Schedule 8 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure
(General) Regulations 2017, the proposed development will involve the construction of a building which would, if
constructed in accordance with the plans submitted, not be contrary to the regulations prescribed for the purposes of
section 86 of the Electricity Act 1996.


Native Vegation Declaration


The proposed development will not or would not, involve the clearance of Native Vegetation under the Native Vegetation
Act 1991, including any clearance that may occur in connection with a relevant access point and/or driveway, and/or
within 10m of a building (other than a residential building or tourist accommodation), and/or within 20m of a dwelling or
addition to an existing dwelling for fire prevention and control, and/or within 50m of residential or tourist accommodation in
connection with a requirement under a relevant overlay to establish an asset protection zone in a bushfire prone area.


Submission Declaration
All documents attached to this application have been uploaded with the permission of the relevant rights holders. It has
been acknowledged that copies of this application and supporting documentation may be provided to interested persons
in accordance with the Act and Regulations.


Documents
Document Document Type Date Created
CT 5531- 993.pdf Certificate of Title 21 May 2021 2:18 PM
fbcs maddern - dwelling demolition site plan - 6 shepherdson road 170521.pdf Site Plans 21 May 2021 2:18 PM
fbcs maddern dwelling demolition - methodology 170521.pdf Other Documents 21 May 2021 2:18 PM
fbcs maddern - demolition house photo - 6 s hepherdson road 170521.pdf Other Documents 21 May 2021 2:18 PM


Application Created User and Date/Time
Created User
epn.brennanf@sa.gov.au


Created Date/Time
21 May 2021 2:17 PM








  
The Registrar-General certifies that this Title Register Search displays the records
maintained in the Register Book and other notations at the time of searching.


Certificate of Title - Volume 5531 Folio 993
Parent Title(s) CT 168/94


Creating Dealing(s) CONVERTED TITLE


Title Issued 06/05/1998 Edition 6 Edition Issued 24/09/2020


Estate Type
FEE SIMPLE


Registered Proprietor
ANGUS CHARLES MADDERN
LACEY ROSE FLIER


OF 12 ALBERT STREET CLARENCE GARDENS SA 5039
AS JOINT TENANTS


Description of Land
ALLOTMENT 25 DEPOSITED PLAN 195
IN THE AREA NAMED MOUNT GAMBIER
HUNDRED OF BLANCHE


Easements
NIL


Schedule of Dealings
Dealing Number  Description


13374932 MORTGAGE TO AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND BANKING GROUP LTD. (ACN: 005 357 522)


Notations
Dealings Affecting Title NIL


Priority Notices NIL


Notations on Plan NIL


Registrar-General's Notes NIL


Administrative Interests NIL


Product Register Search (CT 5531/993)


Date/Time 21/05/2021 01:54PM


Customer Reference FBCS - Maddern #1


Order ID 20210521006316


Land Services SA Page 1 of 2
Copyright: www.landservices.com.au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



https://sailis.lssa.com.au/products/order/titleImageSearch/CT%7C168%7C94

https://sailis.lssa.com.au/products/order/planImageSearch/D195

https://sailis.lssa.com.au/products/order/dealingImageSearch/13374932

https://www.landservices.com.au/copyright

https://www.landservices.com.au/privacy

https://www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use





Product Register Search (CT 5531/993)


Date/Time 21/05/2021 01:54PM


Customer Reference FBCS - Maddern #1


Order ID 20210521006316


Land Services SA Page 2 of 2
Copyright: www.landservices.com.au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



https://www.landservices.com.au/copyright

https://www.landservices.com.au/privacy

https://www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use





Certificate of Title
Title Reference: CT 5531/993


Status: CURRENT


Parent Title(s): CT 168/94


Dealing(s) Creating
Title:


CONVERTED TITLE


Title Issued: 06/05/1998


Edition: 6


Dealings


Lodgement
Date


Completion
Date


Dealing
Number


Dealing Type Dealing
Status


Details


21/09/2020 24/09/2020 13374932 MORTGAGE REGISTERE
D


AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
BANKING GROUP LTD. (ACN:
005 357 522)


21/09/2020 24/09/2020 13374931 TRANSFER REGISTERE
D


ANGUS CHARLES MADDERN,
LACEY ROSE FLIER


21/09/2020 24/09/2020 13374930 TRANSMISSIO
N
APPLICATION


REGISTERE
D


GEOFFREY ROBERT
HENNINGSEN (DECD),
LEANNE JOY SIMMONDS
(EXEL)


05/10/2011 08/11/2011 11654017 APPLICATION
TO NOTE
DEATH


REGISTERE
D


YVONNE MAVIS HENNINGSEN
(DECD),
GEOFFREY ROBERT
HENNINGSEN


25/06/1998 03/07/1998 8510677 TRANSFER REGISTERE
D


GEOFFREY ROBERT
HENNINGSEN,
YVONNE MAVIS HENNINGSEN


31/03/1998 20/05/1998 8465439 TRANSMISSIO
N
APPLICATION


REGISTERE
D


AMEDEO FERRO (DECD),
MAURO PIETRO ANGELO
FERRO (EXEC)


Product Historical Search


Date/Time 21/05/2021 01:54PM


Customer Reference FBCS - Maddern #1


Order ID 20210521006316


Land Services SA Page 1 of 1
Copyright: www.landservices.com.au/copyright | Privacy: www.landservices.com.au/privacy | Terms of Use: www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use



https://www.landservices.com.au/copyright

https://www.landservices.com.au/privacy

https://www.landservices.com.au/sailis-terms-of-use






ANGUS MADDERN
Proposed Dwelling Demolition - 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier


The information provided above, is not represented to be accurate, current or complete at the time of printing this report.
The Government of South Australia accepts no liability for the use of this data, or any reliance placed on it.
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 ABN 91 376 720 132 


17 May 2021 PO Box 96 
 BEACHPORT SA 5280 


 M:  0418 838 152   
 E:  frank@fbcs.com.au 
 W:   www.fbcs.com.au             


Mrs T Tzioutziouklaris 
Manager – Development Services 
City of Mount Gambier 
PO Box 56 
MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5290 
 
 
Dear Tracy 


Dwelling Demolition 
Angus Maddern – 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier 


I am acting for Angus Maddern in relation to their Development Application for the demolition of the 
dwelling on his property at 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier. 


It is not considered to be economically viable to upgrade and/or renovate the dwelling proposed to 
be demolished. 


Mr Maddern also owns the adjoining property located at 8 Shepherdson Road and he plans to 
demolish the dwelling at 6 Shepherdson Road to facilitate extension to the dwelling at 8 
Shepherdson Road. 


The purpose of the demolition is to allow for the construction of the replacement dwelling approved 
in DA 20001303.  The methodology for the proposed demolition is as follows –  


1. The whole dwelling and footings are to be demolished and the site made good. 


2. Demolition Method – hand and mechanical (excavator & trucks) demolition. 


3. Dust Control – works sprayed with water as required. 


4. Access – via existing driveway from  / onto  Shepherdson Road. 


5. Traffic Control – ‘trucks entering’ sign erected on both approaches to the site on Shepherdson 
Road. 


6. Fencing – given the dwelling is located immediately abutting the street property boundary 
security fencing is to be erected on the footpath (with Council approval). 


7. Fire Control – demolition contractors to maintain fire extinguishers on site at all times during the 
demolition works. 


8. Services – the services (water, gas or electricity) to the dwelling are to be disconnected prior to 
the commencement of demolition works.. 


9. Disposal – all demolished materials to be transported off site by the demolition contractor for 
recycling or disposal to licenced landfill. 


The site plan showing the location of the dwelling to be demolished is attached. 


 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
F.N. (Frank) Brennan PSM MPIA 
Accredited Planning Professional APP20190029 


Principal Consultant 


FRANK BRENNAN CONSULTING SERVICES 








 


 


 


 












From: Richard Woods
To: Tracy Tzioutziouklaris
Subject: 6 Shepherdson Road Heritage Inspection Report
Date: Wednesday, 23 June 2021 10:13:39 PM


**CAUTION: This email originated from outside of this Organisation. Do not click links
or open attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe**.
Hi Tracy


I confirm site inspection of 6 Shepherdson Road with yourself, Angus Maddern, his
partner and Hugo at 11.00am on Wednesday 23rd June.


The subject building is a 19th Century weatherboard workers cottage of four rooms with
the front verandah sited on the street frontage.
It was identified in the Heritage Survey. It was previously listed in Council's Development
Plan as a Contributory Place.
I confirm that the cottage conforms to the description in the Historic Area Statement of
places that form the historic character of the Heritage Area overlay.  It has a strong
streetscape presence. There are many similar cottages in the area, although they are
interspersed by other building types.


Demolition control applies to this building. 


The purpose of the inspection was to provide Council with an independent professional
opinion as to whether it is structurally unsound or beyond reasonable economic repair.


Observations
Footings consist of stone ashlars and strips. No evidence of subsidence was observed.
(Soil conditions in Mt Gambier generally provide very stable building foundations) The
two stone chimneys also on stone footings are true and plumb.  There is localised decay of
some plinth stones. Less than 5% of the stonework require repair or replacement. It is
accessible for repair / replacement.


The chimneys  are of limestone. They are original and are intact.  They are structurally
sound but require localised repair and minor repointing, less than 5%.


Floors are hardwood joists supported on the perimeter strips and dwarf walls.  While the
floors are concealed by carpet, no sagging, slope or other evidence of subsidence that
would indicate structural damage was observed.


Air space below floor joists was observed. There are large wire mesh vents in the side wall
footings providing good sub-floor cross ventilation.


Where carpet in the lounge room was rolled back, original sawn hardwood floor boards
were observed, in good condition but with large shrinkage gaps. The gaps would need to
be filled to make this room airtight. The southern half of this room has tongue and groove
flooring.


Localised decay of the wall plates that support the floor joists would not be unexpected,
particularly along the front (south) wall behind the front verandah. Local damage to wall
plates can be cut out and made good. 


Overall, the floor structure appears to be serviceable, but will require some localised
repair.



mailto:richard@habitableplaces.com.au

mailto:tracyt@mountgambier.sa.gov.au





Wall framing appears to be hardwood. The heavy hardwood top plate / ring beam in the
front rooms is an uncommon feature.  I would expect there to be some localised decay or
damage to the bottom plate where it is in direct contact with the stone footings and may
have been exposed to dampness. Local damage in a timber wall plate can be repaired.


Wall cladding is weatherboard. The boards to the facade are original. They have been
protected by the verandah and are in good condition.  Weatherboards to side elevations is
not original. They are in a serviceable condition and are overdue for routine maintenance
repainting.


Original wall linings of colonial beaded T&G match lining is present in the back bedroom.
Elsewhere walls have been lined with vinyl wood grained plywood that is not of any
heritage value. The plywood has been applied over original wall linings in some places. It
is possible that the majority of the original matchboard lining remains behind the plywood.


Original double hung sliding sash windows remain and are in good condition.  The
original four panel front door, and many original window and  door architraves, and
skirtings remain and are in good condition.


The hipped roof cladding to the front two rooms and the lean-to over the next two rooms
is colourbond custom orb. It is not very old. It is in good condition and has an expected
remaining service life in excess of 40 years.  No falling damp or water staining of ceilings
was observed. No sags or deflections in the lines of the roofing were observed, suggesting
that the roof framing is in a serviceable condition. However no access to the roof space
was gained.


Gutters are colourbond and are in good condition, matching the age of the roof.  PVC
downpipes carry stormwater away from the building. However in the SW corner one
downpipe is dislodged. Water is discharging near the footings, increasing the risk of decay
or termites.


Original hardwood verandah posts (stop chamfered) remain to the front verandah.  The
lightweight infill between the verandah posts has no structural role or heritage value.  


The colorbond bulnose verandah roof is in good condition.


Ceilings are of a painted sheet material with timber cover battens.  The sheet material may
be asbestos cement sheet.  The paint on the flat sheet ceilings is sound. Any asbestos (if
present) appears to be safely encapsulated. However if changes are made, test for the
presence of asbestos should be made. Any asbestos should be carefully removed for
correct disposal and should be replaced with a non-hazardous ceiling lining.


The back verandah is not of any heritage value and can be demolished with no adverse
heritage impact.


The building services  (electrical power, lighting & wiring, the bathroom and kitchen
fitout, the combustion heater,  the header tank and tank stand etc) have no heritage value. 
They are outdated and possibly non-compliant. New services are expected be required to
keep the building in active use.


Wall and ceiling insulation may not be present. Batts would need to be installed to make
the building comfortable and energy efficient.







Summary of Assessment
On balance, it is my considered professional opinion that the weatherboard cottage at 6
Shepherdson Road is not structurally unsound and is not beyond reasonable economic
repair.  The cost of repair and making good the building fabric would not exceed the cost
of demolition and new build of the same floor area and construction.  
    Basic building skills, workmanship and materials would be required to put this cottage
into a habitable, presentable and sustainable condition. Specialist skills and materials are
not  be required.
    Services and wet areas appropriate to the building use may also be required, over and
above repair of the four room cottage.


Photos recording the form and condition of the building on the day of inspection can be
downloaded from:


https://www.dropbox.com/sh/da0eem0n43dn1c3/AABLSwH8R7FNJE2wmZoFVGFia?
dl=0


Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.


Regards


Richard Woods
Limestone Coast Heritage Adviser


habitable places
                                     architects


24 Divett Place  Adelaide  SA  5000
ph 8232 9925 mob 0417 827 118
richard@habitableplaces.com.au



https://www.dropbox.com/sh/da0eem0n43dn1c3/AABLSwH8R7FNJE2wmZoFVGFia?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/da0eem0n43dn1c3/AABLSwH8R7FNJE2wmZoFVGFia?dl=0

mailto:amy@habitableplaces.com.au






 


 


 
 ABN 91 376 720 132 


25 May 2022 PO Box 96 
 BEACHPORT SA 5280 


 M:  0418 838 152   
 E:  frank@fbcs.com.au 
 W:   www.fbcs.com.au             
 


Mrs T Tzioutziouklaris 
Manager – Development Services 
City of Mount Gambier 
PO Box 56 
MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5280 
 
 
Dear Tracy 
 


6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier 
DA 21010994 – Demolition of Existing Dwelling 


 
I am acting for Angus & Lacey Maddern in relation to their Development Application for the proposed 
demolition of the dwelling at their property at 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier. 
On 9 June 2021 Council requested further information in relation to the structural integrity of the 
existing building that demonstrates the building is beyond reasonable repair.   
In our letter to Council dated 21 June 2022 (copy attached) responding to Council’s request we 
detailed the significant structural issues with the building and provided photographs showing the 
structural issues supporting our view that the building is beyond reasonable repair. 
In further support of our application to demolish the building we engaged Tonkin Consulting to 
inspect and assess the structural condition of the building.  A copy of the report prepared by Tonkin 
Consulting is attached for your information and reference. 
The Tonkin Consulting report found the following – 
▪ From photos supplied, the roof structure appears to be structurally sound in its current condition. 
▪ The external timber stud walls have a lack of support where the limestone bearing blocks are 


failing. 
▪ The subfloor structure that we did inspect is in poor condition and would not comply with current 


building codes with respect to structural adequacy and ventilation.  
▪ The timber joists appear undersized and have a lack of clearance to the subfloor foundation 


soils.  
▪ Moisture ingress to the subfloor space has introduce dampness and moisture to the subfloor 


timbers. It is likely that mould would be present in this space, however we have not tested for 
this. We recommend that moisture readings are taken in the subfloor to confirm. 


▪ To rectify the above, we would recommend that the subfloor structure be removed in its entirety 
and replaced with a new structure.  


▪ External walls will require new footings and supports.  
▪ Internally, if a timber floor is to remain then we would recommend that foundation soils are 


removed until minimum clearances are achieved for ventilation and air flow. Alternatively, this 
could potentially be avoided if a concrete slab were to be poured internally. 


Following the inspection of the building by Tonkin Consulting sections of the external wall cladding 
were removed to expose the timber wall framing and allow moisture readings to be taken.   
The moisture readings clearly demonstrate the walls of the building and internal cladding are subject 
to significant moisture ingress and are damp.   
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Further in removing sections of the external wall cladding from the building it exposed the poor and 
deteriorating timber stud wall frames and in particular the bottom plate of the wall frames.   
Please find attached photos of the timber stud wall frames and moisture readings taken when 
sections of the external wall cladding from the building were removed. 
It remains our contention that the existing dwelling, despite being a smaller timber clad workman’s 
cottage of an architectural style and built form within the Historic Area, is beyond reasonable repair. 
Accordingly we request Council grant Planning Consent for the demolition of the existing dwelling at 6 
Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier, 
I am happy to discuss this further at your convenience. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
F.N. (Frank) Brennan PSM MPIA 
Accredited Planning Professional APP20190029 
Principal Consultant 
FRANK BRENNAN CONSULTING SERVICES 
 


 
Att:  Letter to Council dated 21 June 2021 (and photos) 


Tonkin Consulting Report (14 April 2022) 
Photographs (timber stud wall frames and moisture readings) 







 


 


 
 ABN 91 376 720 132 


21 June 2021 PO Box 96 
 BEACHPORT SA 5280 


 M:  0418 838 152   
 E:  frank@fbcs.com.au 
 W:   www.fbcs.com.au             
Mrs T Tzioutziouklaris 
Manager – Development Services 
City of Mount Gambier 
PO Box 56 
MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5280 
 
 
Dear Tracy 
 


6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier 
DA 21010994 – Demolition of Existing Dwelling 


 
We acknowledge receipt of Council’s letter dated 9 June 2021 requesting further information in 
relation the existing dwelling at 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier we are proposing to be 
demolished. 
The following report and photographs are provided to support our view that the dwelling is beyond 
reasonable repair. 
Interior – front of house 
▪ The structural flooring and linings in the front 2 rooms have a moisture reading of 33%. This is a 


major risk of mould with in the floor and floor cavity which is serious a health risk. This would 
require major works to remove, replace and restore the existing linings.  


▪ The wall linings in the front 2 rooms are also delaminating, potential from long term moisture in 
the house also. 


Rear of property  
▪ The kitchen is unliveable and would require major renovation to make the property habitable. 
▪ The bathroom and laundry are unliveable.  The bathroom does not meet standards with exposed 


screws holding on the wall linings, there’s major waterproofing issues there also. 
▪ There is evidence of termites in the skirting boards along the rear wall of the dwelling. 
Electrical 
▪ The electrical wiring throughout the property is also a risk.  Cables are not in conduits and 


attached to the face of walls and ceilings. 
External 
▪ The old stone foundations have eroded over time and would need major works in any 


renovations to ensure the dwelling was structurally sound.  The dwelling is not considered to be 
stable on the existing foundations. Major works to underpin the existing foundations would not be 
viable. 


▪ The mount gambier stone footings and old style damp proof course are not preventing moisture 
from entering the dwelling walls as is evidenced from the walls distorting. 


▪ The old gravity fed water tank also poses a risk as the footings appear to be far too small; the 
base of the water tank is rotting and at 3.6 meters from the ground is a safety hazard if it falls. 


It is our contention that the existing dwelling, despite being a smaller timber clad workman’s cottage 
of an architectural style and built form within the Historic Area, is beyond reasonable repair. 
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Accordingly we request Council grant Planning Consent for the demolition of the existing dwelling at 6 
Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier, 
 
I am happy to discuss this further at your convenience. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
F.N. (Frank) Brennan PSM MPIA 
Accredited Planning Professional APP20190029 
Principal Consultant 
FRANK BRENNAN CONSULTING SERVICES 
 
Att:  Photographs. 
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220736L001A  


14 April 2022 


Angus Maddern 


8 Shepherdson Road 


Mount Gambier SA 5290 


Dear Angus, 


STRUCTURAL REPORT ON EXISTING DWELLING AT 6 SHEPHERDSON ROAD, MT GAMBIER 


Tonkin has been engaged by Angus Maddern to provide comments on the structural condition of 


the existing dwelling at 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier. Trent Phillips, Principal Structural 


Engineer of Tonkin attending site to inspect the dwelling on 31st August 2021.  


Existing Conditions 


The existing dwelling is single storey approximately 7m wide x 8.4m long overall. The dwelling 


consists of two bedrooms, kitchen, living room, laundry and toilet. The roof is clad with steel 


corrugated roofing and walls clad with horizontal weatherboard style wall cladding. We note that 


the roof cladding has been replaced at some point from the original roofing. The roof structure is 


framed from hardwood timbers supported on external and internal walls frames. Wall cladding is 


supported on hardwood timber stud walls with internal linings. The floor is a timber floor structure 


and there are two limestone fireplaces, one in the kitchen and in a front bedroom. Both fireplaces 


are on the eastern side of the dwelling. On the western side of the building there is an elevated 


rainwater tank supported on a steel lattice truss frame. 


The external timber framed walls of the building are bearing on limestone blocks around the 


perimeter of the building. Some external concrete paving has been provided on the southern, 


eastern and northern sides of the building. 


We suspect that the laundry and toilet lean to structure at the rear of the building has been added 


on to the main original part of the building at some point in time as the construction materials 


differ with exposed limestone blockwork externally to this area (Fig 1). 


Observations 


Our inspection was limited to an on ground visual inspection only. The client did provide an opening 


in the timber floor to inspect the subfloor structure, however no other intrusive or destructive 


investigations have been undertaken. 


External inspection of the building identified that the external cladding has not been maintained for 


some time with paint deteriorated in most areas. There are a number of gaps in the external 


cladding particular along the base of the walls (Fig 2). It appears the limestone bearing blocks at 


the base of the wall are fretting in these areas resulting in a lack of support to the load bearing 


external stud wall. In some instances, the blocks are loose and can be removed by hand. 


As mentioned above, the subfloor structure was exposed by creating an access hatch in the timber 


flooring. The access hatch revealed the construction of the subfloor timber structure consisting of 


hardwood timber joists supported on limestone blocks of irregular shapes and spacings (Fig 3). The 


subfloor soil appeared damp, particularly around the external edges of the building. Roots and 


vegetation could be seen growing in the soil and timbers appeared to be damp from moisture 


ingress (Fig 4). 
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The damp foundation soils is likely due to stormwater ingress being able to penetrate through the 


external wall base blocks at vent locations.  


There appeared to be a lack of clearance to the timber subfloor structure in all areas as well as  


inadequate venting the to the subfloor space. 


We couldn’t inspect the timber stud walls inside the building without removing internal linings, 


however we suspect that in the external walls the moisture from the subfloor timbers would have 


affected the bottom plates of the stud walls. 


Conclusions 


From photos supplied, the roof structure appears to be structurally sound in its current condition. 


We couldn’t inspect the external stud walls, so it is difficult to provided comment on the current 


structural condition of the studs. The external timber stud walls have a lack of support where the 


limestone bearing blocks are failing. 


The subfloor structure that we did inspect is in poor condition and would not comply with current 


building codes with respect to structural adequacy and ventilation. The timber joists appear 


undersized and have a lack of clearance to the subfloor foundation soils. Moisture ingress to the 


subfloor space has introduce dampness and moisture to the subfloor timbers. It is likely that mould 


would be present in this space, however we have not tested for this. We recommend that moisture 


readings are taken in the subfloor to confirm.  


To rectify the above, we would recommend that the subfloor structure be removed in it’s entirety 


and replaced with a new structure. External walls will require new footings and supports. 


Internally, if a timber floor is to remain then we would recommend that foundation soils are 


removed until minimum clearances are achieved for ventilation and air flow. Alternatively, this 


could potentially be avoided if a concrete slab were to be poured internally.  


We are not qualified cost consultants so are not aware of the cost implications of the repair work. 


We recommend that quotes are obtained from suitably qualified builders or a quantity surveyor be 


engaged to provide accurate costings for the repair work. This would then help to inform a decision 


on the viability of undertaking the repair work. 


 


Should you require any clarifications on any information in this letter, please contact the 


undersigned on 8723 5002. 


 


Yours sincerely, 


Tonkin 


 


 


 


Trent Phillips 


Principal Structural Enginee 


Leader – Southeast SA 
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Figure 1 - Rear of dwelling ‘lean to’ 


 


 


Figure 2 - Gap in base of walls 
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Figure 3 - Fretting limestone bearing blocks 


 


 


Figure 4 - Subfloor structure 
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Figure 5 - Damp foundation soil, gap in external bearing blocks, moisture stains on timber joist, 
roots and vegetation present 


 




































Details of submitter No: 1 - Lacey Maddern 


Submitter: Lacey Maddern


Submitter Address: 8 Shepherdson Road , Mount Gambier, Australia, 5290
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Lacey


Maddern


0421467212


Daytime Phone:  


Lacey


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


Nominated Speaker: 


 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:
The building is an eyesore. 


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 2 - Mia Heuzenroeder 


Submitter: Mia Heuzenroeder


Submitter Address: 108 North terrace , Mount gambier , Australia, 5290
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Mia


Heuzenroeder


0423621392


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 3 - Alanna Heuzenroeder 


Submitter: Alanna Heuzenroeder


Submitter Address: 108 North Terrace, MOUNT GAMBIER, Australia, 5290
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Alanna


Heuzenroeder


0401873671


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 4 - In favour of demolition, its an eye saw Barney 


Submitter: In favour of demolition, its an eye saw Barney


Submitter Address: 1/11 Doughty St, Mount Gambier, Australia, 5290
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In favour of demolition, its an eye saw


Barney


0407714354 


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:
I support development the current residence is an eye sore and it will be much better when Gone


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 5 - Peter Heuzenroeder 


Submitter: Peter Heuzenroeder


Submitter Address: P.O. Box 2220, Mount gambier , Australia, 5290
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Peter


Heuzenroeder


0423 621 392 


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 6 - tammy flier 


Submitter: tammy flier


Submitter Address: po box 3675 , mount gambier, Australia, 5290
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tammy


flier


0419124046


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 7 - Angus maddern 


Submitter: Angus maddern


Submitter Address: 8 shepherdson road , Mount gambier , Australia, 5290
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Angus


maddern


0417869601


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:
This property is an eye sore and will be great to see it demolished 


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 8 - Harry Maddern 


Submitter: Harry Maddern


Submitter Address: 2 shepherdson road, Mount gambier, Australia, 5290
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Harry


Maddern


0400886762


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:
the property is an eye sore and very ran down, it would be good to see something done with the block to match the
surrounding properties. 


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 9 - Carolyn Maddern 


Submitter: Carolyn Maddern


Submitter Address: 2 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier, Australia, 5290
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Carolyn


Maddern


0418459010


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:
This building at 6 Shepherdson Road is an eye sore and would be nice to see such an amazing block of land used for a
substantial family home 


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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Details of submitter No: 10 - Charles Gilchrist 


Submitter: Charles Gilchrist


Submitter Address: 73 Church Tce, Walkerville, Australia, 5081
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Charles


Gilchrist


0438536865


Daytime Phone:  


 


South Australia
Planning, Development 
and Infrastructure ACT 2016


Representation on Application


 


First name: 


Last name: 


 


 


Would you like to present your submission in person at a hearing?  


I wish to be heard in support of my representation


I do not wish to be heard in support of my representation
 


 


My position is:


I support the development


I support the development with some concerns (detail below)


I oppose the development


The specific reasons I believe that planning consent should be granted/refused are:


This dwelling is a contributory item and the owners should not be allowed to demolish it. The 


owners have not provided adequate reason as to why the building should be demolished. The 


dwelling appears to be in good condition and there is no builders report to indicate otherwise. 


Buildings that are listed as contributory items are supposed to have some kind of level of protection. 


If this building were allowed to be demolished without the owners providing any reason whatsoever 


for doing so, it would be a slap in the face of heritage listings.


Attached Documents


File


No records to display.
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		4 - In favour of demolition, its an eye saw Barney
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 ABN 91 376 720 132 


11 August 2021 PO Box 96 
 BEACHPORT SA 5280 


 M:  0418 838 152   
 E:  frank@fbcs.com.au 
 W:   www.fbcs.com.au             


 
 
Mrs T Tzioutziouklaris 
Manager – Development Services 
City of Mount Gambier 
PO Box 56 
MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5290 
 
 
 
Dear Tracy  
 


DA 21010994 – Demolition of Existing Dwelling  
6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier  


I am acting for Angus & Lacey Maddern in relation to their Development Application for the proposed 
demolition of the dwelling at their property at 6 Shepherdson Road, Mount Gambier. 


We acknowledge receipt of the 10 representations received by Council during the public notification 
of the Maddern’s Development Application and in response to the matters raised in the 
representations we advise as follows – 


1. Heritage 


We note the subject land is located in an Historic Area Overlay area (MtG6 – Wehl Street South 
Historic Area Statement) and via reference to the SA Heritage Places Database the dwelling is 
categorised as a ‘contributory place’.  


2. Demolition  


We acknowledge that Performance Outcome (PO) 7.1 (Demolition) under the Historic Area 
Overlay provides that –  


“Buildings and structures, or features thereof, that demonstrate the historic 
characteristics as expressed in the Historic Area Statement are not  
demolished, unless: 


(a).  the front elevation of the building has been substantially altered and 
cannot be reasonably restored in a manner consistent with the 
building's original style; or 


(b).  the structural integrity or safe condition of the original building is beyond 
reasonable repair.” 


3. Reasonable Repair  


We have had the dwelling inspected by local builder, Steve Razum (Razum Constructions Pty 
Ltd), to assess the structural integrity of the dwelling and to provide a cost estimate for the 
restoration of the existing dwelling.  A copy of Razum Construction’s building report is attached. 


Given the condition of the dwelling and the building report & cost estimate (>$200,000) for the 
restoration of the dwelling provided by Razum Constructions Pty Ltd, we are of the view that the 
dwelling is beyond what could be considered reasonable repair for habitation. 
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For Council’s information and reference we have also attached photographs of the dwelling (internal 
& external) taken on 21 June 2021 that show the condition of the dwelling and the moisture levels 
within the dwelling. 
 
We further advise that it is the future intention of the Maddern’s to extend their existing dwelling at 8 
Shepherdson Road (also contributory place) across onto the property at 6 Shepherdson Road.  The 
proposed extension of the dwelling at 8 Shepherdson Road would be in keeping with the heritage 
value of the dwelling and enhance the heritage outlook along Shepherdson Road. 
 
The following photo shows the 2 dwellings at 6 & 8 Shepherdson Road. 
 


 
 
We look forward to Council’s favourable consideration of our Development Application and the 
granting of approval of the proposed demolition of the dwelling.   


If you require any further information in relation to this project please do not hesitate to contact me at 
your convenience. 


 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
F.N. (Frank) Brennan PSM MPIA 
Accredited Planning Professional APP20190029 


Principal Consultant 


FRANK BRENNAN CONSULTING SERVICES 
























Address:
  6 SHEPHERDSON RD MOUNT GAMBIER SA 5290


Click to view a detailed interactive in SAILIS


To view a detailed interactive property map in SAPPA click on the map below 


Property Zoning Details


Local Variation (TNV)
Maximum Building Height (Metres) (Maximum building height is 8m)
Minimum Frontage (Minimum frontage for a detached dwelling is 10m; semi-detached dwelling is 9m; row dwelling is 7m; group dwelling
is 20m; residential flat building is 20m)
Minimum Site Area (o_Minimum site area for a detached dwelling is 450 sqm; semi-detached dwelling is 450 sqm; row dwelling is 350
sqm; group dwelling is 450 sqm; residential flat building is 350 sqm)
Maximum Building Height (Levels) (Maximum building height is 2 levels)
Minimum Side Boundary Setback (Minimum side boundary setback is 1m)
Site Coverage (Maximum site coverage is 50 per cent)
Overlay
Affordable Housing
Historic Area (MtG6)
Hazards (Bushfire - Urban Interface)
Hazards (Flooding - Evidence Required)
Native Vegetation
Prescribed Wells Area
Water Protection Area
Zone
Established Neighbourhood


Property Policy Information for above selection


Demolition - Code Assessed - Performance Assessed


Part 2 - Zones and Sub Zones


Established Neighbourhood Zone


Assessment Provisions (AP)


Policy24  Enquiry
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https://sailis.lssa.com.au/products/order/propertyInterestReport/3859695005

https://sappa.plan.sa.gov.au/?valuations=3859695005





Desired Outcome
DO 1 A neighbourhood that includes a range of housing types, with new buildings sympathetic to the predominant built form


character and development patterns. 
DO 2


Maintain the predominant streetscape character, having regard to key features such as roadside plantings, footpaths,


front yards, and space between crossovers.


Table 5 - Procedural Matters (PM) - Notification


The following table identifies, pursuant to section 107(6) of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016, classes of


performance assessed development that are excluded from notification. The table also identifies any exemptions to the placement of


notices when notification is required.


Interpretation


A class of development listed in Column A is excluded from notification provided that it does not fall within a corresponding exclusion


prescribed in Column B. In instances where development falls within multiple classes within Column A, each clause is to be read


independently such that if a development is excluded from notification by any clause, it is, for the purposes of notification excluded


irrespective of any other clause.


Class of Development


(Column A)


Exceptions


(Column B)


None specified.


or


Except development involving any of the following:


Except development that:


 A kind of development which, in the opinion of the
relevant authority, is of a minor nature only and will not
unreasonably impact on the owners or occupiers of land
in the locality of the site of the development.


All development undertaken by: 


the South Australian Housing Trust either
individually or jointly with other persons or
bodies


a provider registered under the Community
Housing National Law participating in a
program relating to the renewal of housing
endorsed by the South Australian Housing
Trust.


residential flat building(s) of 3 or more building levels


the demolition of a State or Local Heritage Place


the demolition of a building (except an ancillary building)
in a Historic Area Overlay.


Any development involving any of the following (or of
any combination of any of the following):


air handling unit, air conditioning system or
exhaust fan


ancillary accommodation


building work on railway land


carport


deck


dwelling


dwelling addition


fence


outbuilding


pergola


private bushfire shelter


residential flat building


retaining wall


shade sail


solar photovoltaic panels (roof mounted)


exceeds the maximum building height specified
in Established Neighbourhood Zone DTS/DPF 4.1
or


involves a building wall (or structure) that is proposed to
be situated on a side boundary (not being a boundary
with a primary street or secondary street) and:


the length of the proposed wall (or structure)
exceeds 8m (other than where the proposed
wall abuts an existing wall or structure of
greater length on the adjoining allotment)
or


the height of the proposed wall (or post
height) exceeds 3.2m measured from the lower
of the natural or finished ground level (other
than where the proposed wall abuts an existing
wall or structure of greater height on the
adjoining allotment).


1.


2.


(a)


(b)


1.


2.


3.


3.


(a)


(b)


(c)


(d)


(e)


(f)


(g)


(h)


(i)


(j)


(k)


(l)


(m)


(n)


(o)


1.


2.


(a)


(b)
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 Except development that:


None specified.


Except any of the following:


Placement of Notices - Exemptions for Performance Assessed Development 


None specified.


Placement of Notices - Exemptions for Restricted Development


None specified.


Part 3 - Overlays


Historic Area Overlay


swimming pool or spa pool


verandah


water tank.


Any development involving any of the following (or of
any combination of any of the following):


consulting room


office


shop.


does not satisfy Established Neighbourhood Zone
DTS/DPF 1.2
or


exceeds the maximum building height specified
in Established Neighbourhood Zone DTS/DPF 4.1
or


involves a building wall (or structure) that is proposed to
be situated on a side boundary (not being a boundary
with a primary street or secondary street) and:


the length of the proposed wall (or structure)
exceeds 8m (other than where the proposed
wall abuts an existing wall or structure of
greater length on the adjoining allotment)
or


the height of the proposed wall (or post
height) exceeds 3.2m measured from the lower
of the natural or finished ground level (other
than where the proposed wall abuts an existing
wall or structure of greater height on the
adjoining allotment).


Any of the following (or of any combination of any of the
following):


internal building works


land division


recreation area


replacement building


temporary accommodation in an area affected
by bushfire


tree damaging activity.


Demolition.


the demolition of a State or Local Heritage Place


the demolition of a building (except an ancillary building)
in a Historic Area Overlay.


(p)


(q)


(r)


4.


(a)


(b)


(c)


1.


2.


3.


(a)


(b)


5.


(a)


(b)


(c)


(d)


(e)


(f)


6.


1.


2.
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Assessment Provisions (AP)


Desired Outcome
DO 1


Historic themes and characteristics are reinforced through conservation and contextually responsive development,


design and adaptive reuse that responds to existing coherent patterns of land division, site configuration,


streetscapes, building siting and built scale, form and features as exhibited in the Historic Area and expressed in the


Historic Area Statement.


Performance Outcomes (PO) and Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) Criteria / Designated Performance Feature (DPF)


Performance Outcome Deemed-to-Satisfy Criteria /
Designated Performance


Feature
All Development


PO 1.1


All development is undertaken having consideration to the


historic streetscapes and built form as expressed in the Historic


Area Statement.


DTS/DPF 1.1


None are applicable.


Demolition


PO 7.1


Buildings and structures, or features thereof, that demonstrate


the historic characteristics as expressed in the Historic Area


Statement are not demolished, unless:


DTS/DPF 7.1


None are applicable.


PO 7.2


Partial demolition of a building where that portion to be


demolished does not contribute to the historic character of the


streetscape.


DTS/DPF 7.2


None are applicable.


PO 7.3


Buildings or elements of buildings that do not conform with the


values described in the Historic Area Statement may be


demolished.


DTS/DPF 7.3


None are applicable.


Ruins


PO 8.1


Development conserves and complements features and ruins


associated with former activities of significance.


DTS/DPF 8.1


None are applicable.


Historic Area Statements


the front elevation of the building has been substantially
altered and cannot be reasonably restored in a manner
consistent with the building's original style
or


the structural integrity or safe condition of the original
building is beyond reasonable repair.


(a)


(b)
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Statement# Statement


Historic Areas affecting City of Mount Gambier


MtG6


Wehl Street South Historic Area Statement (MtG6)


The Historic Area Overlay identifies localities that comprise characteristics of an identifiable historic, economic and /


or social theme of recognised importance. They can comprise land divisions, development patterns, built form


characteristics and natural features that provide a legible connection to the historic development of a locality.


These attributes have been identified in the below table. In some cases State and / or Local Heritage Places within the


locality contribute to the attributes of an Historic Area.


The preparation of an Historic Impact Statement can assist in determining potential additional attributes of an Historic


Area where these are not stated in the below table.


Eras, themes and


context


1860s- mid 1920s.


Allotments,


subdivision and built


form patterns


Wide roads with large, deep allotments, although east-west roads are generally narrow with


buildings set close to the street.


Side setbacks are in some cases small.


Architectural styles,


detailing and built


form features


Diverse dwelling styles.


Larger residences predominantly along Wehl Street South.


Smaller stone or timber-clad workman’s cottages close to the railway line.


Wehl Street Public School.


Building height Predominantly single storey, with two storey additions within roof space to rear of buildings.


Materials Stone and timber clad.


Construction and materials reflecting traditional period and style.


Fencing Original fences constructed of Mount Gambier stone, dolomite, scoria, basalt or flint,


limestone retaining walls.


Front fences forward of the dwelling reflecting the traditional period, style and form of the


associated building.


Setting, landscaping,


streetscape and


public realm features


Street set-backs in this area vary considerably, and combined with clusters of historical


housing, produce an interesting streetscape.


Residential streetscape character, including within commercial areas. Unobtrusive


advertising. Front fences and garden landscaping. Car parking located to the rear of


buildings.


Representative


Buildings


Identified - refer to SA planning database.


Procedural Matters (PM) - Referrals


The following table identifies classes of development / activities that require referral in this Overlay and the applicable referral body. It
sets out the purpose of the referral as well as the relevant statutory reference from Schedule 9 of the Planning, Development and
Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017.
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Class of Development / Activity Referral Body Purpose of Referral Statutory


Reference


None None None None
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